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ABSTRACT

Modeling non-stationary data is a challenging problem in the field of continual learning, and data
distribution shifts may result in negative consequences on the performance of a machine learning
model. Classic learning tools are often vulnerable to perturbations of the input covariates, and are
sensitive to outliers and noise, and some tools are based on rigid algebraic assumptions. Distribution
shifts are frequently occurring due to changes in raw materials for production, seasonality, a different
user base, or even adversarial attacks. Therefore, there is a need for more effective distribution shift
detection techniques.
In this article, we introduce a self-organized continual learning framework designed for monitor-
ing and detecting distribution changes. We explore the problem in a latent space generated by a
bio-inspired self-organizing clustering and statistical aspects of the latent space. In particular, we
investigate the projections made by two topology-preserving maps: the Self-Organizing Map and
the Scale Invariant Map. Our method can be applied in both a supervised and an unsupervised
context. We construct the assessment of changes in the data distribution as a comparison of Gaus-
sian signals, making the proposed method fast and robust. We compare it to other unsupervised
techniques, specifically Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Kernel-PCA. Our comparison
involves conducting experiments using sequences of images (based on MNIST and injected shifts
with adversarial samples), chemical sensor measurements, and the environmental variable related to
ozone levels. The empirical study reveals the potential of the proposed approach.

Keywords Distribution shift · Continual Learning · Topology-preserving methods · Self Organizing Maps · Learning
Representation · Dimensionality Reduction

1 Introduction

Robustness to data distribution shifts is a crucial design goal when developing foundation models that can be adapted
to different machine learning (ML) applications. Classic ML approaches are still vulnerable to perturbations of the
input data, and a majority of models have rigid algebraic assumptions and requires i.i.d stationary data samples [1]. As
a consequence, distribution shifts in the input datasets can drastically affect the model’s performance. The continual
learning (CL) paradigm refers to the concept of learning a model sequentially without forgetting previously acquired
knowledge, which in the context of analyzing non-stationary data has significant relevance.

In our paper, we focus on a Neural Network (NN) solution, combining the CL context with the use of non-linear
dimensionality reductions based on self-organizing methods. We focus on Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) for this
reduction, and compare it to Scale-Invariant Maps (SIMs) (see Section II). To make the proposed framework fast and
efficient, we combine the SOM dimensionality reduction with a statistical analysis. This procedure allows us to evaluate
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differences between probability distributions in a very efficient way. Moreover, we don’t need to assume anything
about the distribution of the data. We approximate the distribution of the latent space provided by our self-organizing
clustering method through its first moments. The efficiency in detecting changes is based on the fact that our final
monitoring signal can be reasonably assumed to be Gaussian, and on the use of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which
is very fast to evaluate in the Gaussian case.

Contributions. We address the distribution shift problem in a context of high dimensional streaming data. The
highlights of our contributions are the following: (i) We develop a bio-inspired self-organizing clustering system
for assessing distribution changes in data streams. The framework can be applied in unsupervised contexts. (ii)
We investigate SOM and SIM projections, which belong to a specific family of non-linear dimensionality reduction
techniques. These methods are based on a topology-preserving map, and we explore statistical aspects of the latent
space. (iii) By construction, the proposed framework generates a univariate signal that under some restrictions (studied
in the paper) can be assumed Gaussian.

We explored the validation of our proposal over three continual learning problems. The experimental results to support
our proposal are given in Section IV and discussed in Section V. Section VI presents our conclusions.

2 Related work

2.1 Monitoring and detection of data distribution change

Popular approaches to monitor and assess changes in data distributions focus on the predictive accuracy of the
classifier [2]. In this context, the performance of various ensemble classifiers has also been studied in [3–6] The process
consists in designing a classifier, and when the accuracy rate significantly decreases, then it is assumed that the data
distribution has changed [7, 8]. However, this requires the continuous availability of ground truth labels. Another
family of techniques is based on statistical tests on raw data, such as Smirnov-Kolmogorov tests [9] and non-parametric
tests [10–12]. Several works present an approach for monitoring aggregation metrics of the raw data, e.g. Cumulative
Sum and Exponentially Weighted Moving Average. These techniques compute aggregated statistical metrics of the
data and create an additive model of the first moments [13]. For a more complete overview of the state-of-the-art in
the use of data descriptors for shift detection, see [1, 11, 14, 15]. Many distribution shift detection methods rely on
the computation of the empirical estimated distributions. Even though density function estimation is a fundamental
concept in statistics, the estimation of the probability mass function (pmf) is still a complex task, especially when the
data belong to a high dimensional space. The approaches are sensitive to outliers and noise, and density estimation
techniques may suffer from the curse of dimensionality. The data distribution shift can take different forms, a common
taxonomy includes: sudden, gradual, and incremental shifts [16, 17].

2.2 Dimensionality reduction using self-organizing clustering methods

A common approach for analyzing high-dimensional data is to apply dimensionality reduction (DR) using linear or
random projections. However, both projections to the marginals and PCA present limitations for capturing the relevant
structure of the original data that can cause data shift [1, 18]. On the contrary, some authors recognize the benefits
of using PCA as the DR technique in a multivariate unsupervised context [19, 20]. Other DR techniques, such as
Kernel-PCA [21], scale with the number of instances. This scalability challenge makes it difficult to apply them
effectively for streaming data analysis. An eventual approach for solving this issue is to control the number of instances
in each chunk, but it will increase the hyperparameters of the model [22]. Self-organizing Map (SOM). Also referred
to as Kohonen Neural Network is a bio-inspired method, which combines concepts from Hebbian learning, vector
quantization, and competitive learning [23, 24]. Often, real-world data have important redundancies and intrinsic
correlations between the correlated variables. SOMs are useful because they convert complex relationships between
high-dimensional data into simple geometric relationships on a regular lattice (most often, a two-dimensional grid) [25].
SOMs methodology was introduced as a particular case of a Neural Network model. The method is a simple non-linear
parametric mapping composed of a multi-layered network with Gaussian activation functions. The canonical case
can be seen as a two-layered network, with the second layer generally referred to as the competition layer or feature
map. Each neuron in the feature map is characterized by a reference weight vector, that has the same dimension as
the input space. In spite of its simplicity, the SOM algorithm is useful for DR and visualization of high-dimensional
data [26]. In addition, the method works well for unsupervised problems, and has the property of preserving the
most important topological features of the reference data [23, 24, 27]. The network architecture is different from the
classic feedforward case. Here, neurons are arranged on a grid. For each neuron i in the feature map, there is a weight
vector w(t)

i = (w
(t)
i1 , . . . , w

(t)
id ) that connects an input pattern x(t) with neuron i. The weights are adjusted using a

physiological interpretation that considers lateral neural inhibition [27–29]. For simplicity, we have here omitted the
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reference index for the chunk. The algorithm is iterative, composed of two main phases. The first phase is a competitive
learning procedure, that has the goal of finding the neuron that better represents the current input pattern. The notion of
representation is defined by the concept of closeness among multidimensional points, where all the features of the input
data have the same relevance. The representative neuron is the unit in the feature map with associated weight vector
closest to the current input sample. At each time t, in the competitive learning step, an input pattern x(t) is presented to
the network and a competition between neurons determines the representative neuron v(t), defined by

v(t) = argmin
i

∥x(t) −w
(t)
i ∥. (1)

In the canonical SOM, the Euclidean space was selected [29]. The second phase is a regression step, where the update
rule for neuron i in the feature map is

∆w
(t+1)
i = η(t)h(t)

v (i)∥x(t) −w
(t)
i ∥. (2)

In this rule, η(t) ∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate [30] and the function h
(t)
v (·) is a smoother neighborhood kernel of the

representative neuron v [23]. Neighborhood functions most often are chosen from the exponential family. We include
the notation for time in the neighborhood function, because a common practice is to decrease the diameter of the
Gaussian with the number of iterations. Its role is to weight the region of a local neighborhood centered around
the representative neuron v, and to control the radius of these balls. A typical choice is the Gaussian radial basis
function hv(i) = exp{−∥rv − ri∥/2σ2}, where rv and ri denote the location vectors of neurons v and i, and σ
defines the width of the kernel. For convergence of the regression step, the limit of the kernel hv(i) is zero with the
number of iterations [29]. Another widely selected option for a neighborhood function is the Difference of Gaussians
function [31, 32].

Scale-Invariant Map. Some years after SOM, another self-organizing clustering named Scale Invariant Map was
introduced [23]. SIM is also a two-layered NN, but with negative feedbacks in the activations [23]. It was shown that
this network can use a simple Hebbian learning rule for updating its weights. Early works on SOMs applied Hebbian
learning, but the resulting maps were too sensitive to the initial global parameters and showed unstable behavior [29].
More recent SOM specifications mitigated such behavior with the Riccati-type learning equation [29]. SIM seems
to be a good alternative to reduce the dimensionality of the data using an essentially Hebbian learning law [23]. The
SIM algorithm ignores the magnitude of each correlate input. The process responds only to the relative proportion of
the magnitude of the coordinates of the input patterns [23]. Another difference between SIM and the vanilla version
of SOM is that before the weights are updated, in SIM the activations pass forward and backward through the neural
network. Two possible criteria exist for selecting the representative neuron. One criterion selects the neuron with the
greatest activation. Another criterion is given in Expression (1). In this work, we only investigate the latter. The results
presented in [23] show how a Hebbian learning rule leads to the following weight update for node i:

∆w
(t+1)
i = η(t)h(t)

v (i)∥x(t) −w(t)
v ∥, (3)

where v is a representative neuron in the feature map, and h
(t)
v (·) is the transfer function (often the same Difference of

Gaussians function as in SOMs). Note that, according to Expression (3), the representative neuron has a direct effect
over the other weights.

This is a difference with SOM, and impacts the tool in how the map creates the clusters. A trained SOM approximates a
Voronoi tessellation of the input space, while SIM makes a mapping forming a kind of “pie chart” where each neuron
represents a slice of the input data [33].

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem formulation

CL in real-world applications is usually associated with time-dependent problems in a non-stationary environment [34].
Therefore, we incorporate time indexed over a discrete set T (typically, a segment of integers) into our notation. In this
context, we consider a data stream as an ordered sequence of chunks {S1, S2, . . . , Si, . . .}, where chunk Si consists
of a finite data sequence Si = {x(1)

i ,x
(2)
i , . . . ,x

(K)
i , . . .} containing realizations of a probability measure, valued in

some data space χ. We assume that we have a Markov kernel process from T to χ that associates a distribution pt of χ
with every time point t ∈ T. A data shift occurs when there exist at least two time stamps ti and tj such that pti and
ptj are different enough [35]. The goal in a data distribution shift detection problem is to identify all points in time t
in T such that pt and pt+∆ differ significantly over a small-time interval ∆ > 0. The magnitude of such difference can
be estimated using a dissimilarity metric between the underlying distributions [1]. Once the shift is quantified, then a
decision rule is applied for deciding if the dissimilitude is either significant or not.

3
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3.2 Unsupervised dimensionality reduction using topographic maps

Comparing probability distributions is a fundamental and difficult problem in statistics, and it is particularly challenging
in large dimensions. Therefore, several shift detection techniques in the unsupervised context rely on projecting the
data into a latent space. Typical choices are projections over the coordinate axes (marginals), random projections and
projections onto the principal components [1]. Linear descriptors of the data present well-known limitations [20]. Other
nonlinear projections, such as Kernel-PCA [22], autoencoders, and t-SNE [36], reduce the dimensionality of the data
while preserving the reference structure. However, they may present some disadvantages for being used for streaming
data analysis. Kernel-PCA scales with the number of samples. Large NNs and autoencoders require additional time
windows, and the number of required samples grows with the number of dimensions.

Here, we investigate another approach that consists of using a trained self-organizing clustering method to make
the transformation from the input space to the latent space. In the empirical analysis, we study both SOM and SIM
techniques. The training phase is made using an initial time-window of the data stream. Then, we continue the learning
as usual in a CL scenario. Figure 1 presents a basic approach for tracking changes in the distribution shift. This strategy
is based on the assumption that performing a similarity analysis directly in the input space may be too expensive.
Consequently, it is more computationally efficient to transform the data in a latent space and, only then, to make the
similarity analysis.

dM (·)

dI(·)

Mi Mi+1

ϕ(·) ϕ(·)

Si Si+1

Data stream

Figure 1: Visualization of the building descriptor of the data. The distance dI(·) computes a similarity between two
distributions directly from the raw data. On the other hand, the distance dM (·) computes a similarity between two
distributions in the latent space. We denote the non-linear projections using a topographic map ϕ(·).

3.3 Embedding procedure for the distance matrix

Both SOMs and SIMs have frequently been applied as an unsupervised tool for clustering problems [29]. Also,
they showed to be effective for DR. Both methods project the input into the feature map, which it is most often a
2-dimensional space, composed of the coordinates of the neurons. Therefore, it is a powerful reduction that can be
useful in many applications, but for detecting distribution changes in the input space such a dramatic reduction of the
original information may have negative consequences. In addition, projection over coordinates has other drawbacks.
Coordinates are arbitrarily selected, and more often they don’t consider any property of the data itself. There are even
problems in cases where the coordinates are not natural in any sense [37].

To overcome these difficulties, we decided to use a less rigid projection that is coordinate-free and also that contains
more information from the original space. Instead of projecting over two dimensions, we propose a reduction to a latent
space in p2 dimensions, where p is the number of neurons in the feature map. Hence, our focus is on the geometric
properties of the latent space. We denote by ϕ : χ → H the projection function made by the self-organizing clustering
method, where H denotes the latent space with p2 dimensions. Once the model is trained, we construct a matrix D,
where the element in position (i, j) is the distance between the input data and the neuron located at (i, j) position on
the lattice grid. In other words, dij = ∥ϕ(x)−wk∥2, where wk is the weight vector associated with the (i, j)-neuron.
For computing distances among low-dimensional points in the latent space, we use the Euclidean metric. In spite of the
previous reduction in dimension to value p2, this is in general still large. Note that, standard empirical experiments use
a squared grid of few hundred of neurons [24].

With the nonlinear projection of the topographic map, the dimension is reduced from d to p2, which may still be
too large for estimating densities. Then, we apply an additional dimensionality reduction step by moving to the first
moments of the distribution represented in D. The first moments of a random sequence capture different aspects of
the probability distribution that are useful to approximate it [38]. To evaluate the relevance of the moments in our
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Figure 2: Visual comparison of the significance of each of the moments for representing the information in the matrix
D. The data corresponds to the problem of MNIST with adversarial samples in a CL setting.

problem, we empirically analyzed the impact of the first four moments. Let us denote m = (m1,m2,m3,m4) ∈ R4

these moments, where m1 is the mean, m2 the variance, m3 the skewness, and m4 the kurtosis. Figure 2 presents an
example of the information provided by each of the first four moments. The analysis was made offline, comparing the
samples from the MNIST benchmark data versus the adversarial MNIST samples (for a description of the benchmark
data see Section 4.1). Figure 2 has four plots, each having information about the mean, variance, skewness and
kurtosis. Each curve represents the estimated pmf of the sequence m

(1)
i , . . . ,m

(K)
i , for all chunks Si. According to

this chunk-based analysis, it is visible that the left plot in Figure 2 distinctly reveals two families of densities. One
group of curves represents the pmf calculated using the original MNIST samples, while the other group corresponds to
the pmf computed with the adversarial MNIST samples. This shows that the mean captures sufficient information from
matrix D to be able to distinguish groups of data distributions. Therefore, the proposed framework includes a final
dimensionality reduction step, which involves transforming the entire matrix D into a univariate sequence. Then, we
represent D using the first moment (mean function) of its p2 elements (seen as p2 independent samples of an auxiliary
random variable).

3.4 Workflow of the proposed framework

Figure 3 illustrates the main three-stages of the proposed framework for monitoring distribution variation in the data
stream:

(i) Dimensionality reduction. A non-linear projection of the high-dimensional input pattern is applied. The
projection is made using a topology-preserving mapping.

(ii) Clustering analysis. A matrix is created that displays the geometric relations between the projected points
and their distances to the representative neurons of each cluster. Note that, this study is made in the latent
space that has much lower dimensionality than the original space.

(iii) Statistical summary. The distance matrix is embedded using a statistical summary. In this work, we present
experiments with the matrix D summarized with the mean function. Then, the framework provides a univariate
signal for monitoring the changes in the distribution.

(iv) CL step - Model update. Each representative neuron is characterized by its weight vector, that is trained
using an initial window of samples. In case of detecting a significant change in the distribution, the weights
are updated with the data presented in the last seen chunk.

3.5 Quantification of the distribution shift

Observe first that the distribution of the mean of a sequence, as the number of terms increases, tends toward a Gaussian
under conditions often satisfied in practice (Central Limit Theorem, CLT). We need enough terms (a few dozens is in
general enough) and independence between them, or at least a weak correlation. Assuming this holds will simplify
the computations that we describe in the following lines. The number of terms for satisfying the CLT is given by the
number of neurons in the SOM/SIM lattice. We compare the data distributions in two consecutive chunks Si and Si+1,
using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The KL-divergence method has been employed to monitor alterations in
the data distribution [39]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the KL divergence score is calculated in the projected space, rather
than making the assessment directly on the original data. Given two pmfs p and q, defined in a common data space χ,
the KL-divergence from p to q is [40]

KL(p ∥ q) =
∑
s∈S

p(s) log
p(s)

q(s)
. (4)
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This is not strictly a distance. It does not satisfy the triangular inequality and is not symmetric in inputs. The KL(p ∥ q)
quantifies the information lost if we use q as an approximation of p. Even though the KL-divergence is not strictly a
distance, it has several useful properties and advantages over mathematical distances (for more details, see [40–42]).
One of the benefits of KL is that there exists a relationship with the expected value of the likelihood ratio. Moreover,
Expression (5) takes a specific form for specific distributions. This is the case when two Gaussian distributions are
compared. Let µp and σ2

p (resp. µq and σ2
q ) be the mean and variance of the pmf p (resp. q). In this case, we have

KL(p ∥ q) = log
σq

σp
+

σ2
p + (µp − µq)

2

2σ2
q

− 1

2
. (5)

Input Topographic map Distance
matrix

Matrix
embedding

i

x wi1

wi2

wid

m

Figure 3: Visualization of the proposed approach.

3.6 Decision rule module

The framework has an additional independent block with the decision rule. Here, we work with a simple and fast
procedure taken from the area of time series analysis for detecting outliers. Let {l1, l2, . . .} be the signal with the
KL-divergence scores. This signal is computed as described in Section 3.5. We apply a rule that is often used in EEG
analysis to detect artifacts [43]. We define a critical point location (i.e., timestamps when the distribution change is
relevant) when li /∈ [l̄ − ασ, l̄ + ασ], where l̄ denotes the mean of the sequence, σ is the standard deviation, and α is a
real-value control parameter.

4 Results

4.1 Datasets

There is a lack in the community of a large and diverse collection of real data streams in a high-dimensional space [17],
especially in unsupervised streaming data analysis. As a consequence, we generated a synthetic data stream with
injected drifts. The created stream has samples from MNIST [44] and adversarial samples of MNIST data generated
in [15]. Furthermore, we carried out experiments over other two real-world datasets.

MNIST with adversarial samples [15]. We created a data stream, emulating recurrent data shifts. It contains original
MNIST images and adversarial images created via FGSM. For more details about the adversarial MNIST data see [15].
Figure 4 depicts how the streaming data was generated. The construction of the data stream simulates changes in
distribution when the datasets are exchanged from original samples to fake samples. A similar method of data stream
generation was used in the context of fake information classification [45]. It has inter-exchanged samples from both
datasets. Every 2000 images, we exchange the datasets. We assume that an efficient data shift monitoring will detect
the time-stamps where there are changes between regular MNIST samples and adversarial MNIST samples.
Gas sensor data stream [46]. This dataset was initially proposed as a classification benchmark problem with 16
sensors monitoring metal-oxide gas over three years, and where sensor drifts occur and deteriorates classifications.
During the last years, the dataset has become popular in the domain of concept drift detection. Here, we analyze an
updated version with 128 features and six classes representing gaseous substances [17, 46]. The number of changes
is 38.3 shifts according to [47].
Ozone data stream [17]. This dataset contains air measurements collected from 1998 to 2004. It has 72 features and a
binary output variable (ozone day and normal day). The problem has only 2534 samples, for more details see [17, 48].
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It is considered a challenging problem because the data is imbalanced. In addition, it seems that they have a high
frequency of distribution changes [17].

4.2 Experimental setup

The three studied benchmark problems can be analyzed in a supervised context. However, here we make the monitoring
of the data distributions only by analyzing the covariate variables. For each of the problems, we used the first 30%
of samples for training the parameters of the self-organizing clustering methods (SOM and SIM). This training was
made offline, as a pre-phase of the continual learning process. Then, we simulated a streaming environment using the
scikit-multiflow package [49]. Both SOM and SIM have a grid with 10× 10 neurons. The two parameters of the
decision rule, α and window size, were analyzed on a grid, α in [1, 29] and window size in [1, 25], only considered the
even values.

We generated 30 data streams using the MNIST and adv. MNIST datasets. The chunk size parameter was studied in the
set {50, 100, 200, 500}. For the MNIST problem, in case of a chunk size equal to 200, the stream has simulated sudden
drifts. The other chunk values create chunks with original MNIST data and fake samples (both in the same chunk).

Metric choices and baseline. As a way to assess the quality of detecting distribution shifts, we compute the Kappa
score for the generated MNIST data stream. The Kappa score is commonly used to compare binary sequences. The data
stream was synthetically created, so we have the precise time-stamps wherein the shifts occur. We also use the same
MNIST data to evaluate PCA and Kernel-PCA as drift detector tools. We use those two classic clustering techniques as a
baseline. We assess the capacity of PCA and Kernel-PCA as follows. We utilize an initial time window comprising 30%
of the data stream for training both clustering methods. Subsequently, we apply the trained methods to project the data
points into a latent space, following a CL setting. Once the data in the current chunk are projected, a pmf is estimated
using the projected points. Subsequently, comparisons between pmfs were conducted in the latent space using two
popular metrics [1]: the cumulative histogram and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The monitoring of the magnitude of
the shifts was done with KL-divergence.

4.3 Empirical evaluation

Figure 5 presents the monitoring of the MNST data stream. There are 30 curves per graph, with each curve representing
the results from different data streams. The left curve displays the results when the number of samples in the chunk was
100 (with injected shifts occurring at time steps 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120). Conversely, the right curve illustrates the
results when the number of samples was 200, with injected shifts in time-stamps {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60}. Both figures
show how the proposed framework effectively monitors changes in the distribution. Contrarily, Figure 6 illustrates
the similarity between two consecutive chunk distributions when the baseline methods (PCA and Kernel-PCA) were
applied (with a chunk size equal to 200). The left figure presents the results of assessing the difference between the
cumulative histograms in the latent space (with four principal components). The right figure presents the results of
applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to measure the discrepancy between the cumulative histograms. Both graphics
show the complexity of the problem, and how PCA and Kernel-PCA have limitations for detecting fine types of drifts in
the data.

In addition, both baseline techniques have the additional computational cost of needing to compute the pmf estimation.
This computation is avoided in our framework because of the framework’s construction; the monitoring signal follows a
Gaussian distribution. Figure 7 visualizes the impact of the two parameters with respect of Kappa score in the decision
rule. The left graphic depicts results obtained by SOM. The right graphic has the results obtained by SIM. The Kappa
score is indeed a metric often used in the context of binary classification, it ranges between -1 and 1. We can see that
SOM remains stable even when parameters change, consistently achieving higher Kappa values compared to those
obtained by SIM. Figure 8 presents an additional comparison between SOM and SIM. In this scenario, the results were
obtained from a data stream containing chunks with samples from both the original MNIST dataset and the adversarial
MNIST dataset. Consequently, this problem is more complex than monitoring streams, where the shift is precisely
presented at the moment of connecting consecutive chunks. The figure shows the different impacts of three values of
α (specifically, 3, 10, 15) with a fixed window size of 8. The framework utilizing SOM achieves high accuracy. We
visualize the results of the Gas sensor data problem in Figures 9 and 10. Since this is real-world data, the shifts are not
explicitly labeled. However, according to the literature, there are approximately 38 shifts [17].

The graphics also aim to demonstrate the framework’s sensitivity to the parameters of the α-decision rule. Figures 11
visualize the monitoring signal when the Ozone level dataset is analyzed. This real-world problem is particularly
challenging because the data is imbalanced, there are few samples, and there are many features relative to the number
of samples. According to [17], this data stream exhibits numerous shifts (over 90 shifts). We can see that both methods
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Figure 4: MNIST problem with adversarial samples: This example illustrates the transition between the sequence of
images before and after the injected drift. The second row of images contains the sequence of adversarial samples.

Figure 5: Analysis of distribution shifts with fixed reference time windows: Each curve represents the shift monitoring
for a specific generated data stream. We generated 30 data streams using the MNIST dataset and injected shifts using
adversarial samples. The left figure was generated with data streams using chunk size 100 samples. The right figure
was generated with data streams using chunks with 200 samples.

are able to assess clearly discrepancies between distributions. However, it appears that the parameters chosen in the
α−decision rule strongly impact the decisions, whether they indicate a shift or not.

5 Discussion

Gaussian assumption. One critical aspect of our proposal is the robustness of the Gaussian assumption, needed to
support the simplified computation of the KL-divergence in that case (see Subsection 3.5). This relies on the Central
Limit Theorem. In our case, the number of terms is given by the size of the grid of neurons, which is large enough
regarding standards. The weak correlation between terms is more tricky, but the assumption often holds. This is an
issue to be explored further in future studies.

Selected decision rule for the detection. Note that, the parameters of the decision rule impact in the monitoring
signal too. Because when the algorithm considers that a shift occurred, we update the weights of the topographic
map. This has consequences in the monitoring signal. However, according to the experiments, the monitoring signal is
not too much sensitive to the decision rule parameters, as it is the shift detector (given by the decision rule module).
Other decision rule techniques should be explored. Threshold over peak is the easiest rule that can be integrated. The
monitoring signal is univariate, therefore another possibility is to apply online outlier detection techniques.

Computational costs Note that the proposed framework is composed of a non-linear projection (two layered NNs),
a computation of a squared distance matrix (10× 10 in our experiments), these distances are computed in the latent
space (that it is relatively low), and the parametric estimation of KL-divergence (it requires the mean and standard
deviation of a sequence with the number of samples equal to the length of the chunk). As a consequence, the method
doesn’t have the cost of computing histograms in large spaces that often appear in other techniques (e.g. moment tree,
marginal bins [11]). The method doesn’t require either the computation of an inverse matrix as in the Kernel embedding
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Figure 6: Example of the difficulty of the problem. The projection was done with PCA and Kernel-PCA. The left figure
shows the difference between two cumulative histograms computed over two consecutive chunks.The right figure shows
the statistic of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test over two consecutive chunks.

Figure 7: Analysis of sensitivity regarding the two parameters used in the decision rule (the α rate and the window size)
was conducted. The accuracy of shift prediction was assessed using the Kappa score.

method [1]. Furthermore, the distance matrix has fixed dimensions and doesn’t scale with the number of samples in the
chunk.

6 Conclusions and future work

We proposed a general system for assessing distribution shifts in high-dimensional streaming data. The approach is
based on a bioinspired nonlinear projection with the property of preserving topological characteristics of the reference
data, and a statistical representation of the latent space. The proposed method does not have any assumption about the
distribution of the reference data stream. In addition, it can be applied to both supervised and unsupervised problems.
We empirically study the performance of our method on three problems, and we see how the proposed system with a
low budget can easily monitor the distribution changes of the input data. Furthermore, we contrast the results of our
framework with PCA and Kernel-PCA on an annotated dataset. The results are promising and show how our proposal
produce a much clearer monitoring signal than these classic techniques. We believe that the presented work offers a
significant step toward the application of topology-preserving maps in the domain of distribution shifts.

In the near future, we plan to include other topology-preserving mappings (e.g. generative topographic mapping), and
to explore the incorporation of other techniques for analyzing the monitoring signal.
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Figure 8: Incremental shift. Analysis of sensitivity of the two parameters used in the decision rule. The data stream has
the MNIST with adversarial samples, and the shift is injected incrementally. The CI was computed with the results of
30 different generated data streams.

Figure 9: Gas sensor array problem. Monitoring with SOM. The figure at the top has parameters of control α = 8 and
windows size equal to 10. There are 38 detected drifts, what it is the same as the solution described in [17]. The figure
in the bottom has parameters of control α = 15 and windows size equal to 10.
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Figure 10: Gas sensor array problem. Shift monitoring with SIM. The figure in the top has control parameters α = 7
and windows size equal to 10. There are 35 detected drifts. The figure in the bottom has parameters of control α = 15
and windows size equal to 10. Red vertical lines show the time-stamps where our algorithm considered a significant
distribution change.

Figure 11: Ozone data set. Shift monitoring with SOM and SMM. The left figure has parameters of control α = 3 and
windows size equal to 8. The right figure was made with SIM, and it has parameters of control α = 4 and windows size
equal to 8. Red vertical lines show the time-stamps where our algorithm considered a significant distribution change.
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